Weekly Update 19th March 2021
It has been so lovely to see more of our young people and staff back in the school building this week! Even
with our masks in place, it was clear that there were lots of big smiles on the faces of both young people
and staff. Well done to everyone for managing the return in such a calm way. Fingers crossed we will all be
back together full time after the holidays – everyone in our school community can do their bit to help
make sure that happens by ‘getting their FACTS right!’

SAAS - Funding Presentation and Application Workshop
All pupils who have applied to university or college (HNC, HND or Degree level), should attend the SAAS Funding
Presentation and Application workshop – details are attached.
This will be an online presentation by SAAS and students should have the information outlined in the attached flyer
to complete their application. Any pupil who has not yet made their final choice is still able to start their application.

Geography
Mr Campbell and Mr McCreath have been impressed with the hard work of our Geographers during remote
learning! Our S2s have been learning all about coastal landscapes during remote learning. We have explored how
different features are formed along coastlines, how people use coastal areas and the risks that these landscapes
create for people.
For one of our lessons, we set them a task to draw a diagram explaining how two features called a sea arch and a sea
stack are formed. We also challenged them to come up with a creative illustration of these features. Below is a
selection of some of the work submitted:
Erin combined a fantastic set of artistic and digital skills to create her
diagram and explanations:

Sam manage to capture a range
of different coastal features using
just one slice of bread!

Another example of some excellent use of artistic and digital skills, this time by Maisie!

Rowan took a different approach with the creative challenge and constructed a coastal arch
out of books. Hopefully they don’t get near any actual waves!

Finally, some brilliant interdisciplinary learning from Esther. First of all she baked
a loaf of bread before transforming it into a fully eroded headland. We have it on
good authority that it was enjoyed at breakfast the next day!

It’s just not our S2s who have been hard at work. Our S3s have been learning about tropical storms and the impact
that they have on people and the environment. They were set a challenge to produce an infographic to show what
was done to respond to Hurricane Maria which hit Puerto Rico in 2017. Here are two excellent examples from
Robert (left) and Zoe (right).

S2 Modern Studies
In recent weeks, our S2s have been learning about different groups in society who face discrimination and what we
can do to challenge this. It is an important, compicated topic to learn about – particularly when learning remotely!
We’ve been so impressed by the thoughtfulness and maturity that students have shown in the work they’ve
submitted. Below are some responses to the task of creating a poster to educate people about Feminism.

PSE
In PSE, Abercorn S2 pupils were researching and learning about careers in the renewable energy sector. The bonus
task was to create a wind turbine out of recycled materials from home. Here are two examples from Lewis and
Stuart. Not only did Stuart build one, it even worked! Well done, Stuart.

FTT
S1 we’re back in the kitchen this week learning knife skills and safety. They used their new skills to make a colourful
pasta salad and chose what dressing they wanted to make to go with it.

It has been lovely having some pupils back in the department this week from our BGE classes. They have been
showing off their food preparation skills by producing pasta salads and jewelled cous cous. Both dishes are a great
way to eat a rainbow.

Some S3 students came into FTT to make scones this week. They chose to add either chocolate chips, dried fruit or
make savoury ones with cheese.

The 3HFT classes have been investigating Fairtrade as one of the Contemporary food issues in the course. Well done
Murphy Fraser 3HFTG1

